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Grammar: 

Verbs with prepositions 

Adjectives, compound adjectives  

Presente simple and continuous 

Question tag 

Personality adjectives 

Verb patterns 

Narrative tenses, verbs with prepositions.  

Used to and would. Link words. 

Suffixes with-ness, -ity 

Past simple and Present Perfect  

Adverbs 

Present perfect simple and continuous 

Prefixes: semi, under, over, re, co, inter 

Future tense 

Verbs with preposition 

Collocation: charities 

Phrasal verbs  

Noun prefixes with mis- and dis- 

First and second conditionals 

Modal of obligation, prohibition and permission 

Collocation about advertising 



The passive 

"Crazy about chocolate, serious about people" 

Words transformation 

Get, have something done 

Reported speech. Reported questions and commands 

Idioms about work 

Third conditional 

I wish and if only 

Phrasal verbs about conflict 

Defining relative clauses 

Relative pronouns 

Non defining relative clause 

 

Functions: 

Describing appearance 

Persuading and negotiating 

Feelings  

Health problems. 

Expressing the future 

Identifying facts, opinions and speculation 

Expressing cause and effect 

Describing amount 

Polite language and link words 

Feelings and opinions 

Adjectives and descriptions 

Restate sentences 

Summarise a text 

Understanding the purpose of a paragraph 

Complaining and asking people to do things  

Describing jobs 

Tell a story 

Decision and ideas. Giving presentations 

Speculating about the past 

Look and describe a photo 

Critical thinking: teenagers and games. 

Describing gadgets 

Phrases with "and" 

Describing art. 

Compound adjectives for describing events 

Creating emphasis 

 

Vocabulary: 

Words meaning 

Clothes and fashion 

Travel and transport. Compound: travel 

Types of journey. Types of holiday 

Idioms: happiness and sadness 

Sports and values 



The environment 

Global issues 

Charities 

The law 

Advertisement and consumerism 

Perception and observation 

Gender neutral job title 

Words often confused 

Words with more than one meaning 

Technology 

Abstract nouns 

Synonyms: evaluative adjectives.  

 

Reading and writing: 

"First impression"  

“Adapt to survive" 

Planning for writing: informal emails 

Staying motivated: achieving your goals 

"On the move". Ordering events in a written story 

Link words and paragraphs 

"Health Matters" 

Planning for writing: formal email 

"Food desert" 

"Stand up, speak up" 

"Change for good"  

"A helping hand" 

"Do the right thing" 

"Is 18 the magic number". 

Writing plan. An email of complaint 

"Screen queen" 

"The story of the Silk Road" 

R.L. Stevenson, a passage from "Treasure Island" 

"See sounds, smell colours, taste words" 

 Planning for writing a report 

"Decision" 

Tell a story 

A covering email 

"Born digital" 

“The age of the selfie” 

Writing an essay 

"Famous festivals" 

A review of an event. 

 

Grammar book/LIM/ various links 

Revisione e approfondimenti di strutture grammaticali, funzioni linguistiche e lessico. 

 

Conversation activities: 

Scotland and England 



Scotland and Edinburgh 

Tell about the past weekend 

Role play 

A story 

What is happiness ? 

Pair conversation  

 

Educazione civica: 

"A bus ride to freedom" 

Peacekeepers and human rights supporters.  

 

Orientamento: 

Setting goals, strategies and deadlines to achieve them 

Cooperative work 

"I would like to be..." 

Top tips for exam success. Debate: "Exam success predicts life success" 

Dealing with conflict 
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